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Way to go Ladies!   Thank you for participating! 

V O L U M E  7 4 — I S S U E  7  J U L Y ,  2 0 2 4  

Happy 4th of July! 
Address to the Nation on Independence Day  - July 4, 1986 

My remarks tonight will be brief, but it’s worth remembering that all the 

celebration of this day is rooted in history. It’s recorded that shortly 

after the Declaration of Independence was signed in Philadelphia,                  

celebrations took place throughout the land, and many of the former 

Colonists — they were just starting to call themselves Americans—set 

off cannons and marched in fife and drum parades. 

What a contrast with the sober scene that had taken place a short time 

earlier in Independence Hall. Fifty-six men came forward to sign the 

parchment. It was noted at the time that they pledged their lives, their 

fortunes, and their sacred honors. And that was more than rhetoric; 

each of those men knew the penalty for high treason to the Crown.  

“We must all hang together,” Benjamin Franklin said, “or, assuredly, we 

all will hang separately.” And John Hancock, it is said, wrote his           

signature in large script so King George could see it without his          

spectacles. They were brave. They stayed brave through all the blood-

shed of the coming years. Their courage created a nation built on a uni-

versal claim to human      dignity, on the proposition that every man, 

woman, and child had a right to a future of freedom. 

For just a moment, let us listen to the words again: “We hold these 

truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are 

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among 

these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.”  

       Ronald Reagan—President of the United States 1981—1989 

Enjoy your time with Family, Friends, and Fireworks—  

Let the Celebrations Begin! 
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Club Purpose 

Club Motto 

Welcome to the  

The Purpose of the club shall be to promote the educational and          

professional development of individuals employed in or affiliated with 

the petroleum, energy and allied industries, and to educate the general 

public about these industries. 

 

Greater Knowledge—Greater Service  

Official Colors 
Black and Gold 

Monthly Board 

Meetings will be held 

the first Tuesday of 

each month in the 

office of Eagle Oil &  

Gas Co. at Noon. 

All members are 

invited to attend. 

 

Eagle Oil and Gas Co. 

2525 Kell Blvd, Ste 510 

Wichita Falls, TX 

76308 

From the Editors: 
Happy 4th of July Everyone!  It is the celebration of the birth of American 

Independence from Great Britain. I hope your day is full of Family, Friends, 

Parades, Bar-B-Ques, and don’t forget the Fireworks!   

We had an AWESOME field trip in June—led by our very own Cecil Duke. Cecil 

is a knowledge GURU. He had so much information on the Ft. Sill Tar Pits, the 

Medicine Bluff (it really was a hidden gem), the Prisoners of War Gravesite 

with Geronimo’s Grave,  and the Artillery Museum. It was a great day and 

some wonderful fellowship with each other. I appreciate everyone’s feedback 

from the trip, I have included those in this issue also. 

The 2024 Convention held in Dallas, Texas on September 24-28 is quickly 

approaching! Please find the packet in this bulletin!  

Our Fuel for Thought is on how petroleum is used in making fireworks, it’s 

pretty EXPLOSIVE! Be sure to check it out. And I thought since we learned so 

much about Oklahoma during our field trip, we would continue with  our 

From the Derrick Floor which is about the Osage Nation murders.  

Be safe everyone! Freedom Lives—Now carry the torch! 

         Editors:  Sheila, Nichole and Ashley         

2024 Board of Directors 
President: Rena Shaffer 

Vice President: Tracy Flynn 

Secretary: Nichole Harney 

Treasurer: Lauren Martin 

2 Year Director: Debbie Hicks 

1 Year Director: Shirley Bridwell 

Immediate Past President: Sheila McGaughey 

Parliamentarian: Diana Walker 
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President Rena 
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Central Region 

Michelle Burgard 
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ADDC President 

Wendy Sparks 
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 2024 COMMITTEES 
 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS 

 Debbie Hicks - Board Contact 

 Debbie Hicks - Chairman 

Shirley  Bridwell 

 

GOLF  TOURNAMENT 

Tracy Flynn - Board Contact 

Tracy Flynn/Vickie Young—Co-Chairman 

Casie Mass, Jordan Moss,                        

Sheila McGaughey 

 

MEMBERSHIP 

Diana Walker — Board Contact 

Barbara Franklin/Diana Walker               

— Co-Chairmen 

Nelva White 

 

PROGRAM 

Tracy Flynn - Board Contact 

 Tracy Flynn - Chairman 

Nichole Harney, Barbara Pappas,         

Vickie Young 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

 Nichole Harney - Board Contact 

 Nichole Harney - Chairman 

Jordan Moss 

 

BUDGET & FINANCE 

Diana Walker - Board Contact 

 Diana Walker - Chairman 

Lauren Martin, Tracy Flynn 

 

BULLETIN/SCRAPBOOK 

 Sheila McGaughey— Board Contact 

 Sheila McGaughey— Chairman 

Nichole Harney,  Ashley Pierce 

 

BYLAWS 

Tracy Flynn - Board Contact 

   Barbara Pappas - Chairman 

Tracy Flynn 

 

EDUCATION 

Shirley Bridwell - Board Contact 

 Jordan Moss - Chairman 

Doris Sterling 

 

FIELD TRIP 

 Sheila McGaughey - Board Contact 

 Sheila McGaughey - Chairman 

Cecil Duke, Nelva White 
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PROGRAM REVIEW 
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PROGRAM REVIEW 
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PROGRAM REVIEW 
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Casie Mass—You’re the Best!  We love the       

T-shirts you made for the Field Trip             

Committee!!! 

Takin’ Care of Business Meeting! 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ADDC BYLAWS and/or 
      STANDING RULES 

Proud Momma (Jordan 

Jackson) showing Nichole 

Harney her sweet, sweet 

baby pics! 

FIELD TRIP 

 RE-CAP! 
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ADDC 

GOLF UPDATE 
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Field Trip writeup—Cecil 
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FORT SILL TAR PITS I wanted to see a dinosaur, so Lanette Mills (Graham 

Club) found one for me!  She’s too funny!! 
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Photo Credit:  Nichole Harney 

Photo Credit:  Debbie Hicks 

Photo Credit:  Rena Shaffer  

Photo Credit:  Rena Shaffer  

 FORT 
SILL     

TAR PITS 
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Geronimo’s Gravesite 

Medicine Bluff 

Coins on ground and tombstone: penny indicates a visit; a nickel 
indicates training together; a dime indicates serving together, and a 
quarter indicates being present when the service member passed. 
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U.S. ARMY FIELD ARTILLERY MUSEUM 

A BIG Thank You to: 
 Cecil Duke for leading our group! 

Nelva White and Cecil Duke—Field      
 Trip Committee Members! 

Everyone that attended! 

Casie Mass for making the Field Trip 
 Committees ‘ “Awesome” T-shirts! 

Tracy Flynn and Vickie Young —
 Providing snacks for our trip! 
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June 13, 2024 

From the Desk of Alex Mills….. 

Opinions differ on future oil supplies and demand 

By Alex Mills 

Crude oil is an important commodity that is traded worldwide. Its price varies from country to country and from state to state 

daily. 

Today, June 13, crude oil opened on the international exchange for Brent at $82 per barrel. Crude oil opened at $78 per barrel 

on the New York Mercantile Exchange for 30-day delivery. Oil also is bought at thousands of leases around the U.S. somewhat 

less than the NYMEX price depending on quality and availability.  

The future availability, or supply, of oil is important. That’s why governments have agencies that study economic conditions 

in an effort to predict the amount of oil that will be produced and consumed next month, next year, or maybe 10 years in the 

future. 

The Energy Information Administration (EIA) was created by the U.S. Congress some 50 years ago to track energy production 

and consumption, and it had developed a reputation of providing accurate data regarding historical production and consump-

tion. However, predicting the future is somewhat more difficult, but it is required to do so. 

This week EIA forecast U.S. crude oil production grows by 2% from 2023 to an annual average of 13.2 million barrels per day 

(b/d) in 2024 and by another 4% in 2025 to 13.7 million b/d. “Increasing production is led by the Permian region, which is 

the source of almost 50% of domestic crude oil production, followed by the Eagle Ford region and the Federal Gulf of Mexico,” 

EIA stated in its monthly release.. 

EIA expects OPEC+ will begin relaxing voluntary cuts in the fourth quarter of this year, which will cause global oil inventories 
to continue falling causing upward pressure on oil prices. EIA expects Brent price of $84 for the remainder of the year. 

  

The International Energy Agency (IEA) and the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) are two other organi-
zations that are involved in tracking energy supply and demand globally and they often have different opinions. 

  

The IEA anticipates global demand for crude oil will peak before 2030, while OPEC maintains global demand will grow. 

  

IEA predicts demand will soften primarily because of the development of wind and solar and the continued usage of electric 
vehicles. 

  

OPEC believes global demand will rise as developing countries experience economic growth and create more demand for pe-
troleum productions. 

  

As you can see, there are different opinions about the future supply and demand. 

  

-30- 

  

Alex Mills is the former President of the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers. 
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SPOTLIGHTING OIL AND SOME OF THE BY-PRODUCTS      

CREATED FROM THIS BLACK GOLD 

 

FUEL FOR THOUGHT 

       FIREWORKS 

July 4th: America’s favorite date! Food, Friends and FIREWORKS! 

From the very beginning, Americans have been encouraged to celebrate the birth of 

American Independence. 

On July 2, 1776, John Adams even wrote to his wife Abigail that it should be cause for mass celebrations: The 

day will be most memorable in the history of America, “and it will be celebrated by succeeding generations as 

the great anniversary festival...solemnized with pomp and parade...games, sports, guns, bells, bonfire, and      

illuminations (fireworks) from one continent to the other.” 

Way to go, John! I think most Americans (both past and present) stand behind your 

dedication to making the anniversary of Independence Day a huge, country-wide   

party.  But here’s the kicker: John Adams did not agree that Independence Day should 

fall on July 4th. 

John Adams believed that July 2nd was the correct date on which to celebrate the 

birth of American independence, and would reportedly turn down invitations to     

appear at July 4th events in protest. Adams and Thomas Jefferson both died on July 4, 

1826— the 50th anniversary of the adoption of the Declaration of Independence. 

(History.com). 

Although Adams’ behavior seemed rather childish (if reports are actually true), Adams isn’t far out in left field. 

While we all know that the Declaration of Independence was signed on July 4, 1776, it was 2 days prior when 

the Continental Congress actually voted in favor of the colonies’ independence. So really it’s the difference    

between yeah let’s do this thing and yeah let’s sign this thing and make it official.  Everyone else agreed with the 

latter date being official. Oh, John. 

And even though we might not celebrate the Fourth of July on the Second of July, at least we agreed on some 

things, like everyone's favorite celebratory explosive: fireworks! 
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SPOTLIGHTING OIL AND SOME OF THE BY-PRODUCTS      

CREATED FROM THIS BLACK GOLD 

 

FUEL FOR THOUGHT 

Low Explosive Pyrotechnics 

While Americans sure love fireworks, we didn’t invent them: fireworks have been around for a really long time.  

Though there’s some speculation, many historians believe that fireworks started in China as early as 200 BC. These 

“fireworks“ were in the form of bamboo that,  when roasted in a fire, would explode with a BANG. Sometime be-

tween 600 and 900 AD, Chinese Alchemists mixed together potassium nitrate, charcoal, and sulfur and created what 

we know as gunpowder. They stuffed this concoction into bamboo shoots and threw them in fire, creating a loud 

blast. Behold! The first firework is born. 

Eventually paper tubes replaced the bamboo shoots and by the 10th century, the gunpowder concoction was used 

to make crude bombs and weapons. Around the 13th century, gunpowder was making its way to the Middle East 

and Europe, and metallurgists and military leaders began making powerful weapons. 

But it wasn’t just used as a weapon. Europeans created their own fireworks “to commemorate military victories 

and to enhance public ceremonies and celebrations”.  Firework experts called firemasters put on firework displays. 

By the Renaissance, schools dedicated to pyrotechnics were cropping  up throughout Europe. Italy became the most 

famous for elaborate and colorful displays (it was also the Italians who in the 1830s were the first to use metals and 

other additives to create bright, multihued sparks and sunbursts seen in firework demonstrations today). 

Fireworks in America 

By the 17th century, fireworks crossed the Atlantic and made their way to the New World. Legend has it that      

Captain John Smith (yes, that John Smith) set off the first display of fireworks in Jamestown in 1608.  It’s probably 

safe to say that these pyrotechnics really took off (maybe a little too well): in 1731, Rhode Island banned the mis-

chievous use of pyrotechnics.”  

Following July 4, 1776, fireworks were used to celebrate the anniversary of America’s independence, and they have 

been used every year since, as well as to celebrate a variety of events, such as football games, concerts, etc. And, as 

we tend to get a bit overzealous, the Society for the Suppression of Unnecessary Noise was established in 1890 to, 

as you can imagine, suppress unnecessary noise.  

How they’re made 

There are a number of ingredients vital to a firework recipe’s success details  which are kept secret for obvious     

reasons. Plus, it all depends on what kind of firework (what generally first comes to mind, anyway) is composed of a 

few basic elements: a casing (or shell), fuel, oxygen producer, binding resin, color-producing agents, and a fuse. 
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SPOTLIGHTING OIL AND SOME OF THE BY-PRODUCTS      

CREATED FROM THIS BLACK GOLD 

 

FUEL FOR THOUGHT 

Everything that goes inside the shell (including the arrangement of such elements)  determine what the firework 

will look like when the fuse is lit if it works.   These exact details are planned ahead of time when constructing the 

fireworks,  and are hush hush. 

Just like ancient times, modern fireworks contain gunpowder, also called black powder. The black powder used in 

fireworks is roughly 70% potassium nitrate, 15% charcoal, and 10% sulfur. When the fuse is lit, the mixture reacts 

and propels the shell into the air from the mortar-launching tubes on the ground. It requires very little energy to 

combust, which is why a small flame can launch huge firework displays. 

A variety of other ingredients and special assemblies are utilized to create special effects, such as color.                

Multicolored fireworks are achieved using different chemical compounds. Calcium, for example, produces bright 

orange, while mixtures  of strontium carbonate and copper oxide produce violet. A variety of greens are produced 

from various barium compounds, while reds come from strontium and lithium carbonates. 

...Petroleum? 

So, you might be wondering where’s the petroleum in all of this? Did we trick you? No! 

While it might not seem like petroleum plays a part in the manufacturing of fireworks (although consider the    

greases and lubricants required to operate the manufacturing machinery that’s involved somewhere during        

production), this is an example of how sneaky petroleum can be, and how its presence in our everyday lives can go 

by easily unnoticed (and no, we don’t mean sneaky in a pejorative way). 

Remember the gunpowder used to make fireworks? One of the key ingredients is sulfur. While  sulfur occurs         

naturally as the element, and was abundant in ancient times, today almost all elemental sulfur is produced as a  

byproduct of removing sulfur-containing contaminants from natural gas, petroleum, and other related fossil       

resources. As well as sulfur, some modern firework recipes can contain polyvinyl chloride, which you may recognize 

as a petroleum-derived synthetic polymer. 

So while the firemasters of England probably weren’t shooting off petroleum-containing 

rockets, there is a very high probability that the ones you see this holiday weekend are. 

Not to mention, of course, the ever popular poppers (since plastics are derived from 

petroleum!). 

All of us at the Desk and Derrick Club of Wichita Falls hope you have a happy and safe 

holiday weekend! 

And feel free to start celebrating (say, perhaps July 2nd?)...it’s what John Adams would 

want you to do. 

 ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Petroleum Service Company—Headquartered in Eastern Pennsylvania, Petroleum Service Company (PSC) was founded in 1924 and incorporated in 1930. We are 

homegrown, yet international. You may know us a local brick-and-mortar distributor of oil and lubricants, but we’ve grown to become. 
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June 27, 2024 

From the Desk of Alex Mills….. 

Survey reveals modest growth in oil industry 

By Alex Mills 

Crude oil and natural gas prices edged upward during the second quarter of 2024, which added to a modest increase in 

activity. 

Oil prices hovered around $80 per barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange, and natural gas was $2.70. 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas released its survey of oil and gas executives this week that indicated growth in indus-

try activity. 

“The business activity index, the survey’s broadest measure of the conditions energy firms in the Eleventh District face 
(which includes Texas), increased from 2.0 in the first quarter to 12.5 in the second quarter,” the Dallas Fed said. 

The oil production index advanced from -4.1in the first quarter to 1.1 in the second quarter. The near-zero reading sug-
gests production was essentially unchanged. Meanwhile, the natural gas production index also turned positive, but barely 
so, increasing from -17.0 to 2.3, according to the survey. 

Costs rose at a slightly faster pace for oilfield services, but at a slower pace for E&P firms, the Dallas Fed stated. Among oil-
field services firms, the input cost index increased from 31.2 to 42.2. Among E&P firms, the finding and development costs 
index declined from 24.2 to 15.7. Meanwhile, the lease operating expenses index declined from 33.7 to 23.6. 

The equipment utilization index of oilfield services firms turned positive, increasing from -4.2 in the first quarter to 10.9 in 
the second. The operating margin index remained negative but increased from -35.4 to -13.0, suggesting margins declined 
at a much slower pace. The index of prices received for services was relatively unchanged at -4.4. 

“The aggregate employment index was little changed at 2.9 in the first quarter,” the Fed stated. “While this is the 14th con-
secutive positive reading for the index, the low-single-digit result suggests slow net hiring. The aggregate employee hours 
index was largely unchanged at 8.1. Additionally, the aggregate wages and benefits index decreased from 32.8 to 24.0.” 

The company outlook index was essentially unchanged at 10.0, according to the Dallas Fed. The outlook index was 16.8 for 
E&P firms compared with -2.1 for services firms, suggesting modest optimism among E&P firms and a neutral outlook 
among services firms. The overall outlook uncertainty index was unchanged at 24.1, suggesting uncertainty continued to 
increase on net. 

On average, respondents expect a West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil price of $79 per barrel at year-end 2024; responses 
ranged from $62.5 to $100 per barrel. When asked about longer-term expectations, respondents on average expect a WTI 
oil price of $83 per barrel two years from now and $88 per barrel five years from now. Survey participants expect a Henry 
Hub natural gas price of $3.01 per million British thermal units (MMBtu) at year-end.  

-30- 

Alex Mills is the former President of the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers 
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FROM THE DERRICK FLOOR 

 

A “Bit” of Oil and Gas History Through the Years 

Spoiler Alert: There will be crucial plot details and surprises revealed about the movie and the book. The 2023 movie “Killers of 

the Flower Moon” directed by Martin Scorsese and starring Robert DeNiro, Leonardo DeCaprio and Lily Gladstone was fabulous. 

In 2017 author David Gramm brought attention to this long-forgotten story in his book Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage 

Murders and the Birth of the FBI. 

The Osage Nation Murders: The Story Behind                                                    

Killers of the Flower Moon and the Birth of the FBI 

In the long history of the relationship between Native Americans 

and the white settlers and their descendants who so wildly displaced 

North America’s Indigenous people, there has been much injustice 

and tragedy. Stories of violence and broken treaties, mistreatment, 

and massacres have become increasingly well known. But, although 

the events related to the murders of many members of the Osage 

tribe in the 1920s were in the headlines of the day, that disturbing 

chapter of American history long remained largely unknown.  

The  murders of the Osage tribal members in Oklahoma in the 

1920s. Many of the killings were part of a conspiracy  to obtain the 

oil wealth of Osage members. The murders were the first major 

criminal investigation conducted by the U.S. government agency 

that became the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).   

The Osage Nation and the Oil Boom 

The Osage (Ni-u-kon-sak) Nation, pushed west by 

white settlement, negotiated a treaty in 1865 to 

purchase their own reservation land in what     

became North Oklahoma. In the 1890s oil         

deposits were discovered on the reservation, 

which is now joined with Osage County. When 

the U.S. Congress passed the Osage Allotment Act 

of 1906, a tribal lawyer wisely reserved             

subsurface mineral rights for the Osage people. 

As it turned out,  the reservation contained some 

of the largest oil deposits in the country, setting 

off the Oklahoma oil boom. 

  
Representatives of the Osage Nation negotiating oil leases 

with federal government officials, Washington D.C., 1921 
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FROM THE DERRICK FLOOR 

 

A “Bit” of Oil and Gas History Through the Years 

Although proceeds from the mineral rights were held in trust 

by the U.S. government, mineral lease royalties  were paid to 

the tribe. Royalties were allotted  equally to each tribal  

member in shares called headrights, which were passed 

along to a person’s legal heirs when the person died.  At the 

height of the oil boom, headrights were worth several million 

dollars each. Osage tribal members became the wealthiest 

people per capita in the world, buying mansions, cars, and 

luxury goods, and in some cases, even hiring white servants. 

However, in March 1921, Congress created a system under 

which guardians—generally, prominent white citizens—were 

appointed by a court to manage the funds of Osage persons 

who were found to be 

“incompetent”, a designation that in 

practice usually meant that the      

individual in question was a full-

blooded Osage as opposed to a 

“competent” mixed-race member of 

the tribe. 

1921-26 : The Reign of Terror 

It was not long before local whites      

began targeting the Osage and their 

wealth.    Dishonorable lawyers,      

bankers, and businessmen serving as 

guardians skimmed money from their 

wards’ oil royalties or sought to          

otherwise bilk them.  William K. Hale, 

a prominent cattle rancher, business-

man, and self-styled “King of the Osage Hills,” masterminded 

one of the deadliest schemes.  Because the 1906 act allowed 

non-Osage people to inherit headright, Hale urged his nephew 

Ernest Burkhart to  marry Mollie Kyle, a full-blooded allottee. 

The two men, along with John Ramsey, Kelsey Morrison, and 

other accomplices, than began systematically murdering her 

family. 

 

 

Courtesy Osage Nation Museum (accession number 

P01-2436) 

Tom and Lucy Whitehorn, Osage newlyweds, 
standing in front of one of the five new Chevrolet 
Roadsters that the father of the bride gave away at 
their million-dollar wedding, Hominy, Oklahoma, c. 
1936. 

Ernest and Mollie Burkhart 
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FROM THE DERRICK FLOOR 

 

A “Bit” of Oil and Gas History Through the Years 

In 1921, Mollie Kyle’s mother, Lizzie Q. Kyle, who had inherited three additional 

headrights, died of suspected  poisoning. Only months before her death, another of 

her daughters, Anna Brown, had been killed, and within two  years, Mollie Kyle’s 

cousin Henry Roan and her aunt and uncle Rita and William Smith were murdered. 

Their headrights now belonged to Kyle. If she died, Hale’s nephew stood to inherit 

them all, each one worth several million dollars. 

Kyle’s family members were not the only ones killed by Hale, his accomplices, and 

other conspirators. Estimates of the number of Osage persons who were murdered 

vary but generally range from about two dozen to more than 60 during 1921-26, a 

time called the Reign of Terror.  Such fear gripped the Osage community that many 

refused to leave their homes at night. Tribal appeals to local lawmen, medical       

examiners, and judges for help were largely ignored. Hale had either bribed or      

intimidated these officials to create a network of corruption that reached  the state 

level. He even ordered the murder of a few honest white men who tried to stop the 

killings. 

Trial, Conviction and Aftermath 

Finally in March 1923, the Osage Tribal Council 

appealed to the U.S. government for help. The 

Bureau of Investigation, led from May 1924 by 

J. Edgar Hoover, his jurisdiction over Native 

American reservations and was assigned the 

case, focusing its investigation on the death of 

Roan, which had occurred on the Osage        

Reservation. The Osage murders became the 

bureau’s first major homicide investigation. 

Hoover appointed a former Texas Ranger, 

Thomas White, as the lead investigator.         

Although he identified Hale (who had collected 

$25,000 as the beneficiary of a fraudulent life 

insurance policy for Roan) and his                

accomplices as the main suspects, White 

needed three of  his agents (John Burger, Frank Smith, and John Wren) to operate undercover to gather 

enough evidence to bring them to trial. A  breakthrough finally came in May 1926 when Morrison, a petty  

criminal, confessed he had been hired by Hale to murder Anna brown. He also implicated Hale and Burkhart 

in the killing of Rita and William Smith, who died in a bombing of their home. 

In February 1923 Lizzie’s 

nephew Henry Roan was 

found in his car, fatally 

shot in the head. 

Oklahoma Publishing Company Photography Collection, Oklahoma 

William K. Hale (second from left) and John Ramsey                                          

(third from left)   with U.S. Marshalls 
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FROM THE DERRICK FLOOR 

 

A “Bit” of Oil and Gas History Through the Years 

In the corrupt Osage County climate, federal prosecutors were frustrated by a series of legal days, hung    

juries, an overturned verdict, and the intimidation or disappearance of witnesses.  Moreover, local prejudice 

against the  Osage made it doubtful that a white jury would ever convict the men. But the horrific details of 

the murder scheme had focused national attention on Oklahoma.  In 1926 Burkhart, having pled guilty, was 

convicted of  murder and sentenced to life imprisonment. Some three years later, Hale and Ramsey were 

likewise convicted of  murder and sentenced to life in prison—for the second time, their 1926 conviction   

being been reversed.  Burkhart was paroled in 1937 (but later returned to prison after committing robbery); 

Hale was released in 1947, despite strong tribal protests. 

To  prevent another Reign of Terror, Congress amended the 1906 act to forbid any non-Osage from inheriting 

headrights of tribal members possessing more than one-half Osage blood.  The publicity and successful   

prosecution of the cases also helped to create a reconstituted FBI under Hoover’s direction. In Osage County 

today, the descendants of both the victims and their killers still struggle with the difficult legacy of the     

murders and the partial justice that was rendered by the state’s legal system. 

Courtesy Osage Nation Museum (accession 
number P01-0376)  

(Standing, from right) Mollie Burkhart with her 
sister Anna Brown and (seated, center) their 
mother, Lizzie Q. Kyle.  

Home of Rita and Bill Smith, another of Lizzie’s daughters and her        

husband, perished as a result of the bombing of their home. Fearful for 

their lives, they had relocated to this house, surrounded by neighbors’ 

watchdogs, which had begun to drop dead. 

Sources:  Encyclopedia Britannica;  Wikipedia 
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A document in the "Hale–Ramsey Murder Case," from the 
Oklahoman Collection at the Oklahoma Historical Socie-
ty photo archives.  

A political cartoon depicting Mollie Burkhart and William King 
Hale from the Enid Morning News, Sunday edition on February 
7, 1926.  

Mollie Burkhart (center), with her sisters Annie (left) 
and Minnie, both of whom were murdered. Courtesy of 
Doubleday. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oklahoma_Historical_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oklahoma_Historical_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mollie_Burkhart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_King_Hale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_King_Hale
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RRC Expands Information for the 
Latest Oil and Gas Monitoring and 
Enforcement Plan 
June 27, 2024 

The Texas Legislature (House Bill 1818, 85th Legislature, Regular Session, 2017) directed 
the Railroad Commission of Texas (RRC) to develop an annual plan to assess the most 
effective use of its limited resources to protect public safety and minimize damage to the 
environment. 

RRC commissioners approved the agency’s Fiscal Year 2025 Oil and Gas Monitoring and 
Enforcement Plan which includes added information to provide the public further insight 
on the agency’s work to protect the environment and Texans. 

The annual plans define the RRC’s strategic priorities for monitoring oil and gas activities 
and enforcing regulations across the state. They include the agency’s extensive field op-
erations activities such as well inspections, orphaned well pluggings, and site remedia-
tions.   

New to this year’s plan is information related to technical permitting, and RRC monitoring 
and enforcement activities performed by the Oil and Gas Division’s Technical Permitting 
and Administrative Compliance Units. One example is the compliance team established 
by the division in 2023 to focus on post-permitting compliance at surface waste manage-
ment facilities regulated by the Environmental Permits Section. 

Also, for the first time, the RRC sought public feedback this year prior to developing the 
plan. Some of that input was used to develop priorities for monitoring and enforcement 
efforts in the plan, including providing more comprehensive flaring data, and evaluating 
difference methods to reduce orphaned wells older than 20 years. 

“We continue to utilize our staff’s expertise and the agency’s technological advance-
ments to serve Texans and their communities,” said Danny Sorrells, RRC Deputy Execu-
tive Director and Oil and Gas Director. “The new monitoring and enforcement plan pro-
vides more information on how we plan to utilize those key resources for regulation as 
the Texas oil and gas industry continues to be a vital element of the state and U.S. econo-
my.” 

 

Submitted by: Barbara Pappas 
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We love our country, but we also have a deep sense of pride for our 

Great State of Texas!  It is the second largest state in the   Union, and 

the only state that was once a republic. It has pine and hardwood       

forests, coastal swamplands, sunbaked deserts, majestic mountains and 

grassy plains. It has over 600 species of birds, over 500 different grasses, 

over 5,000 kinds of wildflowers and 200 different 

kinds of trees. You can travel across it in a straight 

line for 800 miles. It has existed under six flags, 

Spain, France, Mexico, the Republic of Texas, the 

Confederate States of America and the United 

States of America.    And it has a whole lot of pride. 

IT IS THE STATE OF TEXAS, Y’ALL! 

We had a great time!                 

Outback was delicious!                                                                                            

 -   Barbara and Ron 

It was a GREAT day.  Thank y’all so much for putting this together!!!! -  Rena 

It was a great field trip! You did a great job planning, and 

Cecil did a great job!   Thank you so much!!               - Nelva  

GREAT JOB—GREAT 
FIELD TRIP!       - Doris  

This was a GREAT field trip!!! Thank you, Field Trip Committee, for putting together an 

outstanding trip!!  Can’t wait for the next one, but it will be hard to top this one.            

      -  Nichole 

As always with the Wichita Falls Club, we had a great time & the field trip was AMAZING! 

Thank you so much for the fellowship & invite. Sorry we left for Medicine Park. Drove by 

Meers, but we ate at The Plantation & walked the  river a little. 

Wonderful day—Thank you all again!             - Lanette Mills (Graham Club) 

 

My family and I had a wonderful time on the 

field trip today!! Thank you for organizing and 

making that happen!                   - Debbie  

Thank You Cecil Duke and the Field Trip Committee for an 

“AWESOME” Field Trip! 

Happy JULY Birthdays!! 
Nelva White—July 2 

Annaliese Hancock—July 9 

Casie Mass—July 27 
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Monthly Board 

Meetings will be held 

the first Tuesday of 

each month in the 

office of Eagle Oil &  

Gas Co. at Noon. 

All members are 

invited to attend. 

 

Eagle Oil and Gas Co. 

2525 Kell Blvd, Ste 510 

Wichita Falls, TX 

76308 

2024 Board of Directors 

PROGRAM  PAGE 
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July 2024 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

28 29 30 31    

August 2024 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

    1 2 3 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

Deadline 

for Bulletin 

Membership 
Mtg 

Board Mtg. 

Deadline 

for Bulletin 

Membership   
Meeting 

Casie 
Mass 

Annaliese 

Hancock 

 Board Mtg. 

Nelva 
White 

Doris 
Sterling 
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This page is reserved for: 

 YOU 
 

If you have been wanting to write an article, pictures or news 
that you want to share with the club, please send to us.                                           

We would love to hear from you. 

 

Editors: Sheila, Nichole and Ashley 
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Sheila McGaughey, Editor 

P.O. Box 2249 

Wichita Falls, Texas 76307 

Phone: 940-716-5340 

 

Email: 

smcgaughey@sjoc.net 

 

Nichole Harney, Editor 

Email:  nichole@cobraogc.com 

 

Ashley Pierce, Editor 

Email:   ashley.pierce@burkroyalty.com 

 

The Desk and Derrick Club of Wichita Falls was 

chartered on October 1, 1952, and has been       

serving professionals in the energy industry in the 

Wichita Falls area ever since. 

Being a member is a great opportunity to connect 

with professionals in the energy industry and       

expand your knowledge and network. The club   

focuses on promoting  education and fostering    

professional development in the petroleum,         

energy, and allied industries. 

The club organizes monthly meetings, field trips, 

seminars and hosts a fantastic annual golf          

tournament. 

Greater Knowledge—Greater Service — Discover the Endless Possibilities 

Desk and Derrick Club of 

Wichita Falls 

President 

Wendy Sparks   

Oklahoma City Club  

President Elect 

Kathy Martin 

Lafayette Club 

Secretary 

Kelli Hiltbrand 

Tuscarawas  Valley Club 

Treasurer 

Sue Weaver             
San Antonio Club 

Parliamentarian 

Evelyn Green 

San Antonio Club 

 

Immediate Past Pres. 

Barbara Pappas 

Wichita Falls Club 

2024 ADDC Board of Directors 

Central Region Director 

Michelle Burgard 

Oklahoma City Club 
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Coming soon! 

Scan to access the 

ADDC HOMEPAGE 

All clip art in this bulletin— Dreamstime.com and purchased on Etsy. 


